Friday, June 1, 2007
1:00–3:45 p.m.
MultiCultural Center Theatre

Taipei’s Bohemians
台北波希米亞

1:00–2:00 p.m.
Seven disparate figures are bound together in this film by their passion for theatre. When the stage calls, they instantly drop what they are doing and respond; despite hardships and extremely meager pay, they hold themselves to the most exacting artistic standards.

2:00–2:30 p.m. Refreshments served in the MultiCultural Center lobby

The Rhythm in Wulu Village
霧鹿高八度

2:30–3:45 p.m.
Fearing that the Taiwanese Bunun cultural heritage will eventually be lost, director Chun-hsiung Wang interviews the local people of Wulu in the remote eastern mountainous region of Taiwan. Over the course of filming these interviews, the director found his beliefs challenged and his heart moved.

Please join us in viewing these touching documentary videos!